“When you dine at TABLE FOR TWO, you never dine alone.”

America
3) In partnership with Lackmann Culinary Services, TFT healthy snacks and drinks are served in vending machines at the Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ. 4) TFT’s first Jamaican restaurant partner, JAMROC 101 in San Diego, California. 5) A face painting event, also in San Diego. 6) TFT lunches were served at Columbia University’s orientation for the Masters in Development Practice program.

Europe
7) Østfold Hospital joins as a new partner in Norway. In addition to providing healthcare to those in Østfold County, it serves as a regional hospital for Norway’s Health Region East. From left: Bjarte Reve (TFT supporter), Just Ebbesen (CEO of Østfold Hospital), and Lars Phil (head chef at Østfold Hospital).

Africa
8) Tommy Hilfiger’s team enjoys TFT meals in Ruhiira during their visit to Uganda in June. 9) In a recent report from Mfangano, Kenya, Kageno reports that enrollment has been continually increasing since the meal program started.

Table of counties in Africa:
- Ethiopia
- Uganda
- Rwanda
- Kenya
- Tanzania

Numer of meals shared to date (as of August 1st, 2012):
15,828,035 Meals
(Enough to feed over 79,000 children for an entire school year)

Asia
Top) TFT Korea partners with Shinhan Bank. The Bankbird, Shinhan’s bank on wheels, will travel around Korea while donations will be made for every account opened. Pictured are TFT and Shinhan Bank staff, including Mr. Young Pyo Kim, VP of Shinhan. 1) Internet portal site Rakuten celebrated 500,000 recipe uploads. For every 2 recipes, one school meal is donated by Rakuten, resulting in 250,000 meals. 2) With the help of Princess Irene from Uganda and Chef Yamanaka of the Ritz Carlton, TFT supporter Miki Ihara turned her birthday into a “TABLE FOR 101” party, with each meal contributing 100 school meals.

When you dine at TABLE FOR TWO, you never dine alone.”

A Message From TABLE FOR TWO Executive Director Masa Kogure
This month’s newsletter highlights the diversity and creativity that TFT supporters worldwide have brought.

In addition to the corporate cafeteria program, TFT has been incorporated into vending machines, mobile banks, online recipes, birthday parties and more.

The cuisines highlighted in this month’s issue also span the globe, from Norwegian food, Japanese lunch boxes, Jamaican cuisine, and of course, the nutritious and tasty meals in Africa.
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